
As we discussed Dorevitch's comments are right on.  Mussels do, to a large extent, control 

turbidity along many coastlines and so improving turbidity might be a misleading indicator of 

human interventions and are actually a positive result of having a new benthic filtering species in 

the great lakes.  However more generally I would consider turbidity a poor predictor of human 

pathogens in the Great Lakes.  Fecal coliform is a much more direct metric of bacterial 

contamination and so if that is being suggested as a metric (as it is) then go with that one as 

being much more specific to the question of bacterial contact.  As I also mentioned the 

increasing water transparency which has resulted from the mussel invasion has also had the 

undesirable effect of increasing habitat (more illuminated bottom area) for the benthic nuisance 

alga Cladophora.  The highly branched filamentous Cladophora is a great filter for bacteria from 

the water column so it harbors elevated bacterial concentrations even in waters which may have 

acceptable coliform counts.  With the onset of DNA analysis our capacity to monitor actual 

human pathogens will be greatly expanded and provide the most relevant data but standard 

approaches across jurisdiction is a ways off yet.  

 

I would also offer the further comment that I do not understand using nitrate as a metric for 

human health.  It is true that there are drinking water standards for nitrate (as there are for other 

elements such as Cu, Cr etc but the exposure concentrations that pose a health hazard for 

drinking water are well above (essentially ten fold)  the highest concentrations we see in the 

great lakes so the risk is non existent for using Great Lakes water as a drinking water 

source.  Also nitrates are produced in the lake as well as being atmospherically deposited so they 

are a weak indicator on a lake wide basis of runoff pollution.  Locally they have some 

investigative benefit as a tracer of urban runoff (as does chloride) but nitrate per se will never be 

a health risk in the Great Lakes. So if you want to reduce the number of measures I would 

suggest dropping this one. 

 

Bob 

 


